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Quick Shot Setup - For Most Field Shooting
Step 1- The Safety Shot (Full-Auto)

● Get a safety shot in Landscape Mode
● Then your main concern is composition and getting a shot you can use.
● You can be artistic with techniques such as depth of field during post 

production in Photoshop.

Step 2- Set the Depth of Field (Semi-Auto)
● Use Aperture Priority to add an artistic touch to your shot in camera.
● Now your concerns are composition and how much blur to put in the 

background behind your main subject.
● The camera will adjust Shutter Speed and ISO for you.

Step 3- Manual Mode
● The 3 most important camera settings when it comes to exposure are: 

Shutter Speed, Aperture Size (f-stop), and ISO setting.
● The average camera speed is usually 1/60. Speeds slower than this are 

hard to manage as they almost always lead to blurry photographs. 
● Keep the ISO below 800 on a crop-frame camera.



Quick Shot Setup - Similar Modes

Full-Auto Modes Semi-Auto Modes

Note: Some people like Program Mode (P). It’s easiest to think of this mode as ISO Priority.



Quick Shot Setup - Helpful Diagrams



Quick Shot Setup - Resource Links

● Understanding Digital Camera Modes

● Camera Modes Explained - Photography Pixel

● The 3 Most Important Camera Settings

● The Exposure Triangle - Action Camera Blog

● Confused By Your Digital Camera Modes? Shoot Petals

https://photographylife.com/understanding-digital-camera-modes
https://photographypixel.com/camera-modes-explained/
https://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/the-3-most-important-camera-settings-for-beginners-2/
https://actioncamera.blog/2017/02/22/the-exposure-triangle/
https://www.shootpetals.com/digital-camera-modes.html


Crop vs Full Frame Camera

● How to Understand the Differences Between Full-Frame Versus Crop-Sensor Cameras

● Full Frame vs Crop Sensor: Is It Really Worth Switching to Full Frame?

● Crop sensor VS full frame lenses and effective aperture on crop bodies - DP Review Discussion Blog  

https://digital-photography-school.com/understand-differences-full-frame-versus-crop-sensor-cameras/
https://www.diyphotography.net/full-frame-vs-crop-sensor-is-it-really-worth-switching-to-full-frame/
https://www.dpreview.com/forums/thread/3667522
https://www.diyphotography.net/full-frame-vs-crop-sensor-is-it-really-worth-switching-to-full-frame/


SLR vs Mirrorless 

The mirror in DSLR cameras is used to reflect light from 
the lens onto the viewfinder so you can see what you’re 
taking a photo of. When you hit the shutter button, the 
mirror flips up to allow the light to hit the sensor and 
capture the photo.

Mirrorless cameras just let the light hit the sensor 
directly, with a digital viewfinder displaying a preview 
based on exactly what the sensor’s seeing – no mirror 
trickery required.



SLR vs Mirrorless 

● Evaluating Mirrorless Camera Systems

● Are mirrorless cameras as good as SLRs?

●  How to Decide if a Mirrorless Camera is Right for You

https://photographylife.com/evaluating-mirrorless-camera-systems
https://www.quora.com/Are-mirrorless-cameras-as-good-as-DSLRs
https://www.photoblog.com/learn/decide-mirrorless-camera-right-for-you/

